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Dear Parents,

As you may well have noticed, the

demolition of the Old Post Office has

taken longer than expected. We are

aware that the vehicles caused some

disruption earlier in the week and this

has been followed up to ensure we

don’t have the same issue when building

work begins.

The work this week did however highlight the

continued problem we have with parking. We

ask again that parents think about where they

park, ensuring it is safe and legal. Where cars

block the flow of traffic there is always a

build up and this becomes more dangerous to

cross. If you are walking with children, please

do not feel the pressure to rush and cross

between cars, we would much rather it take a

few minutes longer to get children in and

ensure they get children in safely.

We will keep you updated with planned activity

on the site.

Special Awards this week:

Hedgehog Class

Clay for his amazing writing about Elizabeth I.
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Badger Class

Ettaley for coming into school brilliantly everyday this week,

ready to learn!

Fox Class

Izzy for always working hard and always thinking of others.

Writer of the Week

Ellie for her mood evoking description of events at the 1913

Derby

Book of the Week

Tessa shared her favourite book, Lettuce.

Other Messages

Church Visit

Please remember we have our visit to St Peter’s Church on Wednesday 20th October,

children will need to be collected from the church (at normal time) rather than return

to school on this day. Children will need to bring everything with them so please make

sure they don’t have big bags with lots to carry.

Bags2school

Just so you plan that pre-Christmas clear out, the friends have organised a Bags2school

collection on 29th November 2021, further details to follow after half-term.

Class assembly

We are looking forward to welcoming the parents from Fox Class on Friday 22nd for

their assembly. Please ensure you have confirmed your attendance, in order to allow

this to take place safely there will only be two places per family. Other classes will

have an assembly later in the year.

Best wishes,

Jennie Müller

Headteacher




